Monitor your bio-signals

TouchMeeNo® contactless diagnostic
systems for your healthy life.
“……Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a
leading cause of death in the world and
a major barrier to sustainable human
development. Based on our unhealthy life
style this situation will increase dramatically for the next few decades. Our scientific research results help monitor and
control vital signals contactless in an
easy and modern way, which will help
protect your health constantly…… “

Hagen Malberg
Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil.,
Chair of Biomedical Engineering
Somnologist (ESRS)

Why we monitor our health?
In the last 20 to 30 years, only the final
stages of cardiovascular diseases have
been treated. A proactive screening
and treatment is necessary.
Cardiovascular diseases are associated
with ageing, mental and physical
stress, nutrition and life style.
Main risks are ischemic heart disease,
myocardial infarction and stroke, heart
failure, atrial fibrillation and arterial
hypertension
This risks are the main cause of death
globally (17 mill per year, 30% of all
deaths). For example in China 40 percent of all deaths have now been attributed to this disease of civilization,
one event every 10 seconds.

Advantages of contactless monitoring
Classical cardiovascular diagnosis and monitoring is performed by
electrodes and sensors on the body surface and needs medical
expertise for medical interpretation. Next generation on i-bmt
technologies brings clinical knowledge in “out of clinic applications”, in our homes. Therefore, we use the contactless clinical
measurement technologies, which we have proven in several clinical studies in university hospitals. Clinical suitable cardiovascular
bio-signals can be measured like heart rate, respiration, oxygen
saturation, microcirculation and pulse pressure (in the future also
estimated blood pressure). The unimodal measurement technology distinguishes to known smart phone applications, fitness trackers and pulse watches. Benefits are a multimodal view insight the
cardiovascular regulation, connected with reduced artifacts and a
presentation of the measured results for the user as well as, if
needed, for the physician.

Use Case

Personal Monitoring

Telemedicine

Central Medical Record

Individual device at home measures
cardiovascular data (on demand) and
gives to the user a summarized overview on its cardiovascular performance, including trends. Based on this
data, the user is advised to optimize
his life style, e.g. to reduce stressors,
to perform physical exercise or active
stress reduction or to prolong the individual time of sleep. The device is also
applicable in a working area.

Cardiovascular patients need a regular
monitoring of their vital data in a clinical praxis, e.g. heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation and weight.
Our monitoring device measures
these bio signal contactless and transfers it to the physician by secured internet connection. Intelligent alarm
giving is also provided. Intelligent algorithms facilitate the physician to find
out trends and to give the patient a
feedback.

Automated maintenance of the patent
file with biometric identification with
integrated contactless bio-signal acquisition for medical service providers
(nursing and hospital). Supports and
optimizes processes in clinical and
home care and increases the quality of
care. The device is used as identification tool, as bio signal screening system and as communication interface
between bedside and central clinic
information database.

About us

Why partnering with i-bmt ?

i-bmt group GmbH i.G. is a young company with focus on building bridges between science and market
economy in order to put scientific knowledge in the
area of medical technology on the market. i-bmt acts
as an incubator for startups in the range of medical
technology, provides start-up assistance and participates in such companies, exploits patents or assists
with the necessary approval processes. In addition to
supporting research and teaching, we also provide
contract development, clinical validation, prepare
scientifically founded expert opinions and advise on
health economics.

The people behind i-bmt have proven scientific expertise in medical technology and many years of experience in the field of corporate development. A
unique network for medicine, research and teaching
as well as for business and politics make joint projects and partnerships with i-bmt successful. Products designed by German engineers with scientific
certification. We are constantly on the lookout for
new partners and investors to join us in bringing intelligent medical technologies that improve our lives
to market.
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